RightStar Agile Development

RightStar is able to provide Agencies with the tools and expertise to driving lean transformation.

OUR CAPABILITIES:

1. **Highly Skilled Security Cleared SMEs:** RightStar understands the value of placing skilled SMEs with security clearance throughout the agency to ensure success.

2. **Scaled Agile Framework:** RightStar is a certified SAFe Partner who can bring in training related to Scaled Agile at all levels and accelerate the maturity of teams and programs using this model in addition to tailoring it to fit your agency’s needs.

3. **Continuous Delivery Pipeline and DevOps:** RightStar works to implement an automated “tool chain” to support the continuous delivery pipeline helping teams move from monthly releases to multiple daily releases while tracking and measuring team and application performance.

4. **Program & Portfolio Alignment Tooling:** RightStar is a certified JIRA Align Partner who can provide training, configuration and setup JIRA align to ensure all work at the team, program and portfolio levels is tracked effectively and aligned to the agency’s desired outcomes.

5. **Measurement and Continuous Improvement:** RightStar is a certified AgilityHealth Partner who can bring this platform to assess current Agile, DevOps, SAFe maturity across all levels and develop concrete data driven action plans. Progress and outcomes of the Agile adoption is measured and visualized over time.

**Metrics**

Jira Align, the CI/CD Tool Chain, and Agility Health Radar all contain input/output mechanisms to track, monitor, and report metrics

- **Health & Maturity**
- **Delivery & Performance**
- **Business Outcomes**

**Why Now?**

- Federal agencies have a mandate to adopt Agile and Digital practices quickly.

- The GAO recently published the Agile Guidance report for DHS which will also apply to all other federal agencies.

- Federal programs must demonstrate strong performance while shifting their ways of working.

Schedule your Agility Assessment today.